[348]
" And all the expenses he's letting me in for, too ! The fifty francs for the room. The five-franc tip to the concierge. The twenty francs that I'm going to spend on the wallpaper. And the repayment of the price of the new safe which I promised the little lady. Not to speak of taxis, Metros, and the waste of my time.''
He remembered that he had seven hundred francs of Leheudry's on him.
" That's true, after all. I'm acting as his lawyer. It's only fair that I should charge these expenses to him. Let's just take the expenses to date. Fifty and five, fifty-five. Say, in all, five francs for transportation. Sixty. I don't want to be paid for the loss of my time."
He decided to settle this account immediately.
" Henceforth, to avoid entries in my note-book - which are unnecessary and might be dangerous -1 shall pay the expenses which fall on Leheudry directly out of his own money. Of course, I must give him a reckoning for them, from memory. (He won't have the nerve to expect it; but I shall do it all the same, as a matter of principle.) And now I may as well pay myself back."
He had put the seven hundred francs in a pocket of his note-case, barely separated from his own money and papers. • This was not clean-cut, not satisfying to the mind. It lacked orderliness. Besides, the seven hundred francs, after all, were *c proceeds of crime." They came direct from a murdered woman.
" Not taken from the body itself, probably. Taken out of a drawer or a safe."
Though he was not particularly conventional, Quinette was embarrassed by the feeling that the proceeds of the crime were in dose contact with his own money, with his personal papers. It was a matter not so much of a specifically moral repugnance as of an obscure kind of fear of contagion ; and this was less the contagion of criminality than the contagion of bad luck. Whatever one might think of murder in general, and of this murder in particular, there was no good reason why Quinette's money, Quinetfce's

